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Abstract Glassy unsaturated polyester (UP) resin was

reinforced using an organically modified montmorillonite

(OMMT) and toughened with core–shell rubber (CSR)

particles. The nanostructure, morphology, and deformation

mechanism of composite specimens were studied by small-

angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), transmission electron

microscopy (TEM) and reflected optical microscopy

(ROM). An intercalated nanostructure with partial exfoli-

ation was observed in the UP reinforced by various

amounts of OMMT. Locally clustered but globally good

CSR particle dispersion in the UP matrix was evident in UP

toughened with 5 and 10 wt% CSR particles. Simultaneous

presence of OMMT and CSR particles in UP/OMMT/CSR

hybrid composites was found to cause partial phase sepa-

ration with bigger rubber particle agglomerates and lower

clay-intergallery height increase. The effects of OMMT

and CSR contents on volume shrinkage, impact fracture

energy, fracture toughness, and compressive yield strength

of UP were investigated. The introduction of OMMT of up

to 3 wt% into the UP matrix lowered volume shrinkage to

some extent, while further addition increased the shrinkage

slightly. In the hybrid nanocomposites, the volume

shrinkage decreased to a minimum level of 5.2 % with

increases in OMMT level. The impact fracture energy of

UP improved with increasing the OMMT level of up to

3 wt%, whereas its further addition decreased the impact

fracture energy slightly due to the clay particle

agglomeration. The hybrid composites with OMMT level

below 3 wt% showed higher impact fracture energy com-

pared to the reinforced UP specimens with the same

OMMT levels. Interestingly, a synergism in the fracture

toughness (KIC) was observed in the hybrid composite

containing 1 wt% OMMT and 10 wt% CSR particles. The

presence of OMMT as reinforcement in the hybrid com-

posites could compensate the lowering of the compressive

yield strength caused by low-modulus CSR particles. The

clay–rubber particle interaction in the hybrid systems

seems to increase the threshold of shear deformation of the

UP matrix to some extent.
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Introduction

Using different types of unsaturated polyester alkyd (UPA)

and various molar ratios of styrene C=C bond to UPA

resulted in UP resins with different micro- and macrogel

structures, which influenced the physical and mechanical

properties [1]. The formation of microgel is the main reason

of volume shrinkage that occurred in this most widely used

thermoset resin. Many researchers have tried to control this

drawback by adding some organic and inorganic fillers or

additives to UP resin. Some thermoplastics, such as poly

(vinyl acetate) (PVAc) and poly(methyl methacrylate)

(PMMA) as low profile additives (LPAs), were used to

reduce the volume shrinkage of UP [2, 3]. Li and Lee [2]

showed that a co-continuous or LPA-rich phase morphol-

ogy in UP/LPA specimen initiated the growth of microvoids

due to the shrinkage stress generated during the polymeri-

zation process of UP. This greater stress overcame the
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